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Origin An Italian product, produced in Lissone, Italy in the heart of the Milano design community 

Profile 
The leaders in innovation and technology of designer decors and textures for the global interior design 

and furniture building industries 

History 

CLEAF revolutionized the decorative panel industry by focusing 100% of their effort on developing the 

most durable and beautiful, life-like textures. Flexible and reactive to market trends, CLEAF is always 

leading with multiple new texture releases per year. 

TSS 
Thermo Structured Surface (TSS) boards are made with decorative and kraft papers, treated with resins 

under heat and pressure to become part of the panel itself 

Kraft Paper 
TSS panels are produced with up to four layers of kraft paper below the decorative surface offering a 

deeper texture and a significantly more durable finish 

Consistency 
Applying texture through a direct press (as opposed to release papers) combined with a Class B dry heat 

rating for distortion of colour, CLEAF guarantees the quality of the finished product long after installation 

Performance 
Every board is CARB 2 and complies with Canadian production standards.  CLEAF’s board has been 

optimized to minimize chipping and deliver an elegant finish 

Product 
The press delivers100 lbs/cm2 (4 x more than melamine); the heat, pressure and additional kraft papers 

align CLEAF closer to laminated HPL than a melamine surface with impact, scratch and wear resistance 

The CLEAF difference… 

CLEAF is a standalone product in the interior design and furniture building industry - there's nothing quite like it.  Although many products might seem 

similar, up close, CLEAF outperforms every melamine on the market in durability, longevity and overall performance.  As for the design, CLEAF is a 

global leader with over 70 textures, 40,000 finished products and was recently displayed in over 100 booths at Salone de Mobile, Eurocucina. 

Brought to you by Weston Premium Woods.  Call 1.866.787.9995 or email designline@wpwoods.com for your box of free samples today. 
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